UPSHOTS

Very fast, with a long straight line glide –
absolutely awesome with a tailwind!
Easy to learn.

Designed for power-drives and heavy winds, the #4
is stable in the lower weights and almost a Hookshot
over 170g. Recommended for advanced players.

PUTTERS
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Another versatile disc, the #3 Slice
is great for a controlled turnover. It
will hold a slice for 90% of its flight
– saving right handers on left
handed holes (and vice versa).
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Essential for the “starter package,”
the #2 Slice is easy to throw and
control / good for mid- to long-range
drives. It flies long and straight, but
can be turned over for the “slice.”

This is a very fast, long range driver. A solid Perfect for the 250’-300’ power hookshot;
overstable flight path. Upper weights
dead stable in gusting winds. A very prewill hook, even into a strong wind.
dictable mid- to long-range driver. Floats in
(wt. range 145-180g)
water under 170g. (wt. range 165-181g)

(wt. range
161-181g)
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This disc defines the term “Hyzer.” Extr
emely
overstable, it will hook into the strongest
headwind. Try the lighter weights first. The
big arms like this one!(wt. range 135-180g)
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FLYERS
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(wt. range
132-177g)

A big hit with top pros. This is a radical,
overstable hookshot, totally wind-resistant,
unbreakable, and it floats in water!
(wt. range 172-177g)

(wt. range
175-195g)
At 9.25” diameter, the largest disc in the line. Tops
out at 195g. Inside grip rings make it an awesome
forehand roller. Floats in water under 182g.

A maximum distance flyer. Thrown flat,
it will turnover after a long flight and roll in
a predictable straight line.
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(wt. range
145-179g)

(wt. range
129-176g)
The smallest diameter disc in the line, and the
fastest flyer. Overstable even in the mid 160’s.
Recommended for advanced players.

(wt. range
145-180g)

HYZERS

(wt. range
160-187g)
The #1 Slice has a fast,slightly
understable flight path. Lighter
and mid-weights have the ability
to hold a slice (or turnover). Floats
in water under 170g.

Fear no wind! This disc is very fast and
overstable, not as radical as the Hyzers,
the upper weights will still hook in any
headwind. (wt. range 145-184g)
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SLICES
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This disc combines the straight-line flight
of the Upshot with the stability of the
Rubber Putter and it also floats in water!
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(wt. range
173-180g)
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ROLLERS

HOOKSHOTS
(wt. range
171-177g)
A rock steady putter and approach disc.
It is totally wind resistant, floats in water and
is extremely durable.
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(wt. range
127-178g)
This fast, overstable disc is named for its “S” shaped
flight path. Thrown nose down, it hooks back after a
long glide. Great for distance and predictability.

•Ultra Durable Hi-Test Material!
• Available in One of a Kind Tye-Dye Colors!
• Better Performance / Easy to Grip in Hot or Cold Weather.
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(wt. range
120-176g)
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(wt. range
125-179g)
A predictable putter and mid-range driver.
Good for over 100 yards but still stable
as a straight line approach shot.

HELIX
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(wt. range
145-186g)
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(wt. range
145-179g)
Great for putting and straight line approach shots,
a must for the critical “short game.” This disc is
stable and easy to learn.

A long range straight line flyer. This disc has a solid
slightly overstable flight path. Floats in water and is
extremely durable! A favorite with advanced players.
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(wt. range
172-178g)

www.lightninggolfdiscs.com

A mid-range driver with a quick, almost
90° hook. Radically overstable, essential
for the short game. Very durable and
floats in water!(wt. range 165-176g)

The #1 Flyer is a maximum
distance straight line driver.
A variation of the #1 Driver,
the slightly broader leading
edge lets it fly longer with
a tailwind. Lighter weights
are great for beginners.

A favorite with
advanced players
for years, the
#3 Flyer is perfect
for mid- to longrange straight line
drives. Stable and
very predictable.
Floats in water
under 170g.
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(wt. range
132-177g)
A very fast maximum distance flyer – maybe even
the best overall disc on the market. Lighter weights
recommended for beginners. The #1 seller.
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UNDERSTABLE discs turnover or slice in the direction of the spin
OVERSTABLE discs hook against the spin
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All Discs are PDGA Approved & Guaranteed Unbreakable
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DRIVERS www.lightninggolfdiscs.com

(wt. range
160-185g)
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Low profile, high speed,
long range driver. Weight
range covers the full
spectrum of stability:
light weights turnover
for a slice, mid-weights
fly straight and heavy
weights will hook.
Another top seller!
(wt. range
135-185g)

